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BONUS TIPS BY DECAP 

@decapmusic 

TIP 1: Focus on creating your own lane sound wise------

Work everyday creating your own sound based off of what you yourself like to 

hear, rather than trying to imitate another producer's style. 

TIP 2: Add soft clipping onto your master channel------

Adding a soft clipper to the master channel can bring your level louder 

without compressing it down like a traditional limiter would. 

TIP 3: When creating sample packs, focus on creating original sounds 

If you decide to create a sample pack, focus on creating original sounds from 

scratch so we don't have the same old recycled drums floating around. 

TIP 4: Balance out your low, mid, and high ends in your mix----

A good plugin to use for this is lzotope's Tonal Balance Control. You can easily 

balance out your low, mid, and top ends while maintaining a clean mix. 

TIP 5: Study and understand L.U.F.S. for distribution-----

Learn about L.U.F.S. (Loudness Levels) and how it relates to each streaming 

platform you decide to distribute to. You will know exactly where you need 

your master levels according to this. 
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What is Project DREAMS?---------------

150 EXCLUSIVE GOLD DREAMS 

USBS 

To celebrate the release of DREAMS, 

and to give back to our most dedicated 

supporters ... 

We're giving away an Exclusive 

DREAMS USB to the first 150 

producers who get a license of 

DREAMS! 

This USB will come pre-loaded with a secret gift that will never be available 

anywhere else. 

When we do exclusive USB, they usually sell out within the first few minutes 

of the launch. 

So it's absolutely crucial to get on the waiting list below if you want one of 

these! 

Only 1,500 licenses of "DREAMS" will be released on 

Tuesday, March 10th at 12PM EST! 

JOIN WAITING L IS T  

DOWNLOAD DREAMS TEASER PACK 

https://cymatics.fm/pages/dreams-early-access
https://cymatics-assets.sfo2.cdn.digitaloceanspaces.com/2020/Cymatics%20-%20DREAMS%20Preview%20Pack.zip



